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say, "The cirrus canopy produced by
the inland convective complex will inhibit sea breeze development today."
Making you weatherwise is the otr
jective of this article and we'll start by
going over some of the basic weather
parameters. Then we'll look at what
causes our weather to change. Finally, we'll find out how to make the best

use of the information normally
available to us over the TV, radio and

newspapers in order to make your
own weather forecast.
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ed by difference in air pressure. Air
pressure is the weight of the atmosphere over a given area and is

measured by instruments called
harometers. The atmosphere on the
average has a pressure of about 15
lbs. per square inch. When there is
more of the atmosphere over one
location than another, nature tries to
even things out (Figure 1) by causing
air to flow from high pressure to low
pressure. This causes wind. Pressure

Hurricanes are readily visible in

phltls

such as

thls.

depends on the temperature, humidity and density of the air and this varies
over different parts of the globe. This

causes a series of high and low
pressure systems to exist at different

locations around the world. The difference of pressure from one location
to another is the pressure gradient; a

strong pressure gradient causes
strong winds while a weak pressure
gradient causes weak winds. The
centers of high pressure areas are

FORESHADOWED
IS FOREWARNED
Learn To Predict The

Weather
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let's look into how we can forecast
what it will do next. All of the forecasts
made by professional meteorolog ists
make use of data and guidance pro
vided by the national weather service
(NWS)-in the U.S. it's the NWS of
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration or NOM. How
can we hope to compete against pro
fessionals? Let's look at how they
make a forecast.
Today's forecast is based on five
factors: (1) climatology-a knowledge
of what average conditions are, based
on past data. For example, the
average wind speed, direction,
temperature and surf temperature for
the month.; (2) a complete analysis of
the current conditions based on data
from weather stations at a given time
(this is called "synoptic" data).;
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(3) personal experience of what type
of weather has been produced in the

past under similar conditions, even in
the past day or two. (Ihis is called
"persistence".); (4) a perusal of
forecast guidance materials-usually
mathematical computer model
forecasts, and; (5) the forecaster's
knowledge and experience in putting
the first four factors together to make
his forecast. We can see that formulating a forecast is no simple task.

ln addition, the professional has to
generalize the forecast for large areas
(e.9. 200 miles of coastline in a
marine forecast). Also, he is always
under pressure to get the forecast
issued on time. Here is where we
have a slight advantage-we don't
have a high pressure time commitmenl and we wish to forecast for a
specific area. We can get climato
logical data by ordering an annual
climatic data summary lor the nearest

I

associated with weak gradients and
usually calm winds at the surface. A

mosphere. While the temperature of

the air can change markedly over a

strong pressure gradient occurs when
a high pressure system and a low
pressure system get close together.
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however;
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day, it usually takes a few days for the

water surface temperature to change
just a couple of degrees.
Often in Meteorology we talk of
stable and unstable wind conditions.
(Figure 3a). Stable conditions occur
when cold air is beneath warm air.
The cold air is more dense and tends
to stay where it is; the warm air is less
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it is complicated by

the
earth's rotation and obstacles on the
earth's surface (friction). Without going into complicated details, let it suf-

dense and stays above. Unstable conditions (Figure 3b) occur when warm
arr is beneath cold air. The warm air,
being less dense, rises rapidly and exchanges places with the cold air. The
cold air comes down to the surface,
often carrying some of thewind speed
and direction it had above. We see
this as an increase of wind (or puff)
and a wind direction change (a wind
shift). Unstable days are usually partly

fice to say that the wind starts blowing
from high toward low pressure. The
earth's rotational effect causes it to
turn towards the right in the northern

hemisphere (and to the left in the
southern hemisphere, the land of the
Kiwis.)

Temperature and humidity are important parameters for telling us what
type of air mass we are in. For exam-

ple, a high pressure center ap-

cloudy, shifty and puffy and are

proaching from a northern, over-land
location would probably be cool and

dry, while an approaching low
pressure area from an over-water
location would generally be warm and
moist. The exchange of heat between
the ocean and atmosphere, together
with surface heating from the sun, the

winds, preciprtation and the ocean
currents all go toward changing the
weather station from the NOAA National Climatic Center in Asheville,
North Carolina. We can get current
conditions by looking out the window
and by tuning in the NOAA weather
radio broadcast-within a 40 mile
radius of a NOAA forecasting station
Sometimes you can also get current
conditions on cable W. You have to
develop personal experience for your
own sailing areas by making mental
or written notes on the weather condi
tions every time you sail. lf you like to
race, this is important information to
keep in your race/practice notebook.
This is especially important for
developing a knowledge of local conditions. Weather conditions (especially
wind) can change dramatically over
distances of just a few miles. The
meteorologist Gan never hope to
forecast these conditions, which is
why marine forecasts often look bad.
Therefore the first three forecast factors are available to us, but what
about the sophisticated computer
data? Fortunately we can let the
meteorologists interpret this information and give it to us over the radio or

ry.
During crucial weather developments such as major storms,

caused by warm surface-heated air
A satellite view of weather patterns.

sea surface temperature, another important weather parameter for boardsailing.
Water tends to hold its temperature
and change much slower than the atmeteorologists depend heavily on
computer forecasts made by hightech mathematical models of the at
mosphere such as the "LFM" and the
"spectral". The LFM is the most used
and is run twice a day (more frequent
use would be too expensive). These
forecasts are available shortly before
noon and midnight and often the
meteorologist will change his forecasl
based on this data. The official
forecast is then released to the media
who then give you "their" forecasts
over radio and W.
The fifth factor is the "crash and
burn" factor-the onty way we can
gain experience and become proficient at forecasting is by making a
forecast and then looking back at why
it went right or why it went wrong.
Just like learning to boardsail-you
have to keep trying over and over
again, learning something new each
lime you venture out.
When acquiring information on the
current conditions and forecasts of
pressure system movement, you can
receive a multitude of data in a short
time on W. ln order to insure accuracy, try to tune in to a
meteorologist who has the seal of approval from the American

pockets (thermals) changing places
with fast moving cooler air above the
surface. Stable conditions usually occur at night and in the morning before
noon, when the surface hasn't been

heated up much yet and the air

temperature increases with height (a
temperature inversion). To the dismay

of boardsailors, weak winds and
Meteorological Society. This seal
means that the person you are watching is a professional and not just a
pretty face who reads the NWS
forecast. You'll be confronted with
satellite data and radar data. Satellite
picture loops will show you the cloud
movements associated with the
pressure systems and often indicate
long wave positions. Radar data wiil
show you where the rainfall is,
however, you should beware of radar
returns close to the center known as
"ground clutter." These are caused
by reflection from nearby buildings.
Note the movement of the rain areas
are often very different from
-they
the surface winds and are related to
upper level winds. Note the positions
of highs and lows in order to determine how the winds are circulating at
the surface. Try to move the high or
low at its current speed to forecast
how your winds will be tomorrow (this
is called extrapolation). Finally, put all
this Information together with your
local knowledge and make a forecast.
I suggest keeping your forecast secret
unless you are absolutely sure it's a
good one. Otherwise, you may find
friends wishing unfavorable things
upon your family and heritage. *MP
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warm air leads to cumulus, towering
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cumulus and cumulo-nimbus

calms are often associated with

(thunderstorm) type clouds. Weaker
vertical motion caused by warm air
gradually over-running cool air leads
to a more layered cloud appearance

stable conditions, and these are fre-

such as cirrus, stratus or nimbo-

quently found near the centers of high
pressure areas.
The stability condition and surface

stratus (rain). Clouds can occur at l6w
levels, such as fair weather cumulus,
medium levels such as alto-stratus or
high levels where they are comprised
of ice crystals such as the thin, wispy

friction make the measured wind
change with height such that if we had

measured the winds at several
heights we could construct a wind
profile (Figure 3c) to see how the
wind speed varies from the surface to
eye level to mast tip level. Sail makers
look at wind profiles and much addi-

cirrus. Some clouds can occur at all
levels at once, such as the cumulonimbus. A sure sign of rain in the sum-

mer is when the top of a towering
cumulus changes its texture from the

tional data when planning designs.
Large swells can alter these profiles
and the maxi-wave jumpers are pro-

Top of the atmosphere

ments called anemometers. Speeds
are given in knots, (1 knot = 1 nautical
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let's look at what causes these
parameters to change.
The difference in solar heating between the low tropical latitudes and

the high6r mid latitudes combined
with the rotation of the earth produce
what we call the general circulation.
This essentially provides the average
easterly winds in the tropics and

continents and tend to develop un-

Top of the atmosphere

fl
LOW PRESSURE

I

Pressur€ Gradient
Ground Level

motion caused by rapid surface
heating or cold air moving under

Flgure 2 (a & b). Wind circulation around pressure systems
(looking down at a map).

dulations or a wavelike pattern. These
"long waves" move very slowly and

sometimes even remain stationary.

Wind Flow

As seen in the above discussion
cloud development. Strong vertical

characteristie anvil of cirrus.

weather systems which move along
with the upper level (20-40,000 ft.)
winds. The upper level winds are affected by heating and topographical
differences between the oceans and

Winds are measured by instru-

(thermals), air can also move vertically. lt is this vertical motion that leads to

thunderstorm with its eventual

average conditions are interrupted by

than anyone.

the wind blows.

crystals. That change indicates the

formation of an incipient

westerly winds through the mid
latitudes at the surface. These

Figu.e L Wi nd is Nature's attempt to equalize air pressure.

bably more familiar with the effects

inile/hour = 1 .15 statute miles per
hour) and directions are given in
degrees of the compass from which

sharp contrasts of liquid water cloud

droplets to the haziness of ice

Along these waves, winds often blow
at well over 100 knots and this portion
of the wave pattern is known as the jet
stream. There are usually four to five
long waves moving west to east in the

upper level mid latitudes of each

Figure 2 (c). Wind circulation: Upper Levels

STRONG WINDS PRESENT IF
SYSTEMS ARE CLOSE TOGETHER.
STRONG PHESSURE GRADIENT

Wind starts due to pressure gradient.
2. Wind turns due to earth's rotation.
3. Friction turns wind towards low pressure system.
1.

4. The result.
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CLOCKWISE

WEAK WINDS PRESENT IF
SYSTEMS ARE FAR APART.

hemisphere. (Figure 5). The ridges
and troughs in the waves have a com-

plex relationship with the development and movement of weather
systems at the surface. ln general,
long wave troughs are associated
with colder than normal and stormy
surface weather while long wave

ridges have warmer than normal plea-

sant weather. This past winter the
eastern U.S. had above normal conditions due to a long wave ridge spending a lot of time in the area, while the
western U.S. had below normal conditions and storm after storm due to a
long wave trough in the area.
The weather systems that develop

Figure

3 (a).

Schematic showing stability conditions that

and move in response to these long
wave patterns are frontal systems.
Contrary to popular belief, fronts are
not sharply defined regions between
cold and warm air. They are broad

regions of transition between air

approaches a low from the south, we
can see that fronts are associated
with low pressure centers. (Figure 6).
The advancing cold air is dense and
forces the warm air upward. This upward motion plus the vertical motion

masses that have different properties.

of the generally converging air flowing

For example, a cold front usually
separates advancing cold dry air f rom

warm moist air while a warm front
separates advancing warm air from
retreating coolair.
Earlier we discussed how wind
blows toward low pressure and away

from high pressure centers. Since
cold air blows toward a low pressure
center from the north and warm air

Figur€ 3 (b). Stability conditions and subsequent effect
on winds.

eftect the wind we sail in.

towards the low leads to cloud and
precipitation development along the
cold f ront, typically to the southwest of
the low. Along the warm front, on the
east side of the low, warm air gradually overruns the cool aif. An observer
ahead of the warm front will first see
high cirrus clouds and then a progression of lower and lower cloud bases
eventually leading to widespread con-
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Figure 5. Long wave upper air wind pattern-ridges are
often associated with fair weather troughs with stormy
weather. Surface high and low pressure systems are
"steered" by the upper level winds.
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. So-what did I mean when I talked
about mystifying your competition
wtrn statements like ,,the cirrus
93!opy inhibiting the sea breeze,,i
rnrs rs part of the local knowledge
I
mentioned earlier. t live in so"uln
Florida and here during tn"
irrr"i,

faster than the warm tront inO-can
also have thunderstorms and other
clouds.producing intens" .f,o*"iV

type of rain or snow that prar"'.
quickty. The,,overrunning;
Iglltiygtv
type of.precipitation
although not as intense, usually lasti
longer._lt is important to realiie
thai
not all fronts have rain or snow. you
can have a cold front approachino
which is actualy onty u trrrJitionlonE

::.y""_n
wttnout

I

everyday conversation, you,re practically an expert.

tinuous precipitation.
A cold front is sometimes preceded
by a line of thunderstorms or ;,;q;;ll
line" that can advance well ahead
oi
the front. The cold front usually.or".

of warm fronis,

Id

coot dry air and warm dry air

enough moisture to create

rarn producing clouds. you can
also

nave stationary fronts_very broad
rransttion regions that don,i move.

This happens when the upper
air pat_
tern is not sufficient to move the
sur_

face low. lf the stationary tront
stiysln
one place long enough,'tne transltion

zone becomes weaker and weaker
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. Now, having assimilated th is
plethora of information into your

iJ:xlii-$lli::'lTl"Htsnorlhatarrontarsvstem

ISOBABS (Lines of equat
pressure) ihe cJoser tooethei
rne rsob€rs. the sirono;r

thunderstorms often form inland
ovei
the Evergtades. The cirrrs inuii.
troi,

these storms form a canopy that

keeps the tand near tne

coali tioil

getting as much sun as it
might.

until the front dies out.
. . Before, we mentioned that thewind

blows away from nign press;iJ

systems. These diverging surtace

winds cause a downward

virticatmo

tion near the high center. Just is
air
converging into low pressure centers
reaos to upward vertical motion
and

clouds, air diverging from a high

bil;

to a downward motion that-acts to
evaporate clouds. Therefore, high

pressure areas are usually
sunny with
deep blue skies.

Therefore the temperature Oittereice
.9, ro tand (which can be targe

T9T

enough to cause large sea_larid
pressure differehces leading
to th;
"s-ea breeze',)is notstrong
enbugh for

rne sea breeze to form.
Observe your environment and trv

-

torecastingl lt's amazing the things
you can notice in the atmospher-e_

ocean environment that most

meteorologists never

see.

.

Mark Powelt has weathered a few
storms
as a meteorclogist with the Nationat
Huiricane Research Laboratory in Miami,
Florida.
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